
TRAVEL WRITING ARTICLE TIPS

Want to transform your trip into a feature that demands to be read? Start with this expert advice.

What's your story? When traveling, take lots of pictures you can use to heighten the writing elements of your
story. Christina sways side to side as she slowly chants a prayer in the local Mayan language atop the tallest
mountain in southern Mexico. A travel writer sitting on a mountain Shutterstock 5. My point here is, writing is
a craft, and just like any craft- you should learn from the best. I wish! Every time. Backpacking Indonesia by
Keith Parker. Is that too much to ask? Most travel articles start in media res â€” in the thick of the story â€”
and then backtrack to explain how you happened to be in this situation. Dig deeper. Discovered a hidden
island? Begin with a compelling first paragraph A travel story lives and dies with its first paragraph. Our
travels are made up of great stories â€” ones filled with drama, cultural misunderstandings and frustration, as
well as serendipity, joy and transcendence. And no matter how good your new article is, the right pictures can
make it even better. Tell your readers exactly where to go around Argentina and Bolivia. You should tell the
reader precisely what they need to know for them to have the experience they want. Create a unique title that
describes your article and write an article with a different perspective. Describe things as if you were
explaining them to a blind person. Telling is simply moving the story along: "We returned to the tents for a
well-earned rest. FluentU takes real-world videosâ€”like music videos, movie trailers, news and inspiring
talksâ€”and turns them into personalized language learning These videos do more than just teach you the
language. This is much more powerful than saying, "I felt sad.


